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Tankers
Comments

VLCC

“Sluggish” seems to be the word for the 2021 VLCC summer market, and the week gone by has marked no change. Perception

becomes reality, and activity by and large happening under the radar is keeping a lid on any upward potential. Arguably yesterday

saw a handful of VLCC MEG enquiries hit the market from the get go, a novelty in recent weeks, alas the result of which ended with

a whimper. MEG/East rates continue to trade in a tight band in the low WS30’s, and Wafr/East offering a 1.5 point premium - both

barely yielding positive returns, if at all. Export cargoes from the Americas is similarly met with ample tonnage supply and rates are

capped at USD 4 million give/take for the benchmark USG/China route. Hot off the press: WS32 just concluded twice MEG/China,

and a number of fresh MEG enquires - we may still have a market!?

Suezmax

Comparing this week’s East and West Suezmax markets provides some insight into demand differences between the hemispheres.

Whilst MEG VLCC cargoes have ranged from 115-130pm during the summer, Suezmax enquiry from the same region has fallen off a

cliff with plenty of blank days. This compares unfavourably with a modestly optimistic Atlantic basin where not only are rates a little

firmer, but most of the volume is staying in the West. Take Libyan crude as a case in point, which is no longer the darling of the

long-haul market, with the majority of stems now finding a home in Europe. Td20 has gained some ground this week, but Eastern

ballasters will cap it in the low WS60's whilst MEG/East rates are under downward pressure and will do well to hang on to high

WS50's. Td23 is quiet and might be tested down to low WS20's.

Aframax

The Nsea/Baltic market remained flat with rates at bottom level despite a few more cargo inquiries. The tonnage list in the area is

still plentiful as owners pushing in order to at least secure positive returns on local voyages. Moving forward we expect rates to

keep moving sideways.

As expected, rates in the Med/Bsea market came off a couple of points more this week, mainly due to the lacklustre activity on the

cargo side. We do not expect any significant improvement to this market in the short run, and going into next week we expect it to

continue trading sideways.

Rates

Dirty (Spot WS 2021)

MEG/WEST (280 000) WS 18.0 0.0 

MEG/Japan (280 000) WS 31.5 0.3 

MEG/Singapore (280 000) WS 31.5 0.3 

WAF/FEAST (260 000) WS 33.0 0.0 

WAF/USAC (130 000) WS 57.5 5.0 

Sidi Kerir/W Med (135 000) WS 62.5 5.0 

N. Afr/Euromed (80 000) WS 82.5 -5.0 

UK/Cont (80 000) WS 92.5 5.0 

Caribs/USG (70 000) WS 82.5 -2.5 

1 Year T/C (USD/Day)

VLCC (Modern) $25000.0 $0 

Suezmax (Modern) $16500.0 $0 

Aframax (Modern) $15500.0 $0 

VLCC

VLCCs fixed in all areas last week 45 7 

VLCCs available in MEG next 30 days 165 -1 

1 Year T/C Crude

Dry Bulk
Comments

Capesize

Spot levelling out at historical highs for the big ships, as main miners try pull brakes on the crucial Brazil/China fronthaul route.

Same may however be temporary, as iron ore flow prospects for both this and the West Australia/Far East trade are fundamentally

strong and supply of early tonnage equally tight. Significant congestion keeps being a factor expected to maintain very robust

rates. Daily earnings coming in at touch over USD 50k, up some 11 pct w-o-w, with majority of improvement related to transatlantic

and fronthaul trades. Limited period activity as pricing becoming quite punchy, representative fixtures include scrubber-fitted

177,000 dwt, built 2010, reported done for 2 years at around USD 30k.

Panamax

The Panamax market continued its firming tendency this week with fresh demand in both hemispheres. In the Atlantic, we see

mineral demand picking up, but also the tonnage list is building up – thus could be a bit toppish mid-week. In the Pacific,

Indonesian rounds have picked up but also NoPac demand gives support to rates. The period demand is also active with a

Kamsarmax reported at 28.5k for 9/11 months basis Far East delivery.

Supramax

Vessel demand from all major load regions have increased the last week, reflecting that underlying fundamentals remain very

strong. However, upside could be capped as the near-term outlook for the larger segments has weakened. Asia market showing

more activity with congestion being big factor. Nickel ore trip from Philippines to China USD 39,500. Trip from Indonesia to China

38k on Supra open Vietnam. Supra from Richards Bay to Pakistan 31k + 720k bb. From the Atlantic basin it was more life in the

USG, where trips to Far East were covered at high USD 40,000 and trips to Skaw around USD 38,000. Usual scrap cargoes from

Continent to Med were fixed around USD 38,000. Black Sea still firm where usual grain runs were covered at very high USD 50k.

Rates

Capesize (USD/Day, USD/Tonne)

TCE Cont/Far East (180 DWT) $79,600 $7,150 

Australia – China $15.2 -$0.0 

Pacific RV $49,717 $693 

Panamax (USD/Day, USD/Tonne)

Transatlantic RV $35,290 $1,715 

TCE Cont/Far East $51,205 $1,091 

TCE Far East/Cont $19,138 $898 

TCE Far East RV $33,321 $2,336 

Supramax (USD/Day)

Atlantic RV $36,533 $657 

Pacific RV $36,250 $2,714 

TCE Cont/Far East $57,567 $1,153 

1 Year T/C (USD/Day)

Newcastlemax (208 000 dwt) $36,000 -$250 

Capesize (180 000 dwt) $31,000 $750 

Kamsarmax (82 000 dwt) $28,250 $500 

Panamax (75 000 dwt) $26,250 $500 

Ultramax (64 000 dwt) $30,000 $0 

Supramax (58 000 dwt) $28,000 $0 

Baltic Dry Index (BDI) $4,193

1 Year T/C Dry Bulk

Gas
Chartering

EAST

We expect to see a handful of uncovered cargo enquiries remaining in the 2nd half of September out of the MEG. Having said that,

one Indian PSU is likely to cover a mid September requirement on their own TC tonnage which may take away one spot cargo that

was expected in the market. Many of the theoretical MEG positions can still sail West, however, we are also seeing a tendency

whereby some owners choose to stay East of Suez due to less waiting time and shorter ballasts. Freight rates obtained for

September loading in the MEG have been somewhat inconsistent lately as we have seen a couple of last decade September fixtures

concluded lower than last done during 2nd decade of the month. Depending on spot volumes remaining for the second part of

September we foresee freight rates to remain relatively flat for the time being.

WEST

2nd half September freight is somewhat date dependant shipping-wise. Any waiting time of open vessels may; either limit the

downside or favour a more pragmatic rate. The freight market looks likely to remain around mid/low USD 80s for end September

and seems on paper relatively balanced between cargoes and vessels which are uncovered for September. Some talks of early

October enquiries starting to surface although not in full force yet. It is again likely that we’ll see little or no overhang of ships going

into October. There were a few cargoes ex West Africa in play at the time of writing, however, same has reportedly not been

covered on shipping yet.

LPG Rates

Spot Market (USD/Month)

VLGC (84 000 cbm) $850,000 $0 

LGC (60 000 cbm) $725,000 $0 

MGC (38 000 cbm) $800,000 $0 

HDY SR (20-22 000 cbm) $650,000 $0 

HDY ETH (17-22 000 cbm) $750,000 $0 

ETH (8-12 000 cbm) $465,000 $0 

SR (6 500 cbm) $390,000 $0 

COASTER Asia $270,000 $0 

COASTER Europe $270,000 $0 

LPG/FOB Prices - Propane (USD/Tonne)

FOB North Sea/ANSI $608 $0 

Saudi Arabia/CP $660 $0 

MT Belvieu (US Gulf) $598 $0 

Sonatrach/Bethioua $620 $0 

LPG/FOB Prices - Butane (USD/Tonne)

FOB North Sea/ANSI $632 $0 

Saudi Arabia/CP $655 $0 

MT Belvieu (US Gulf) $607 $0 

Sonatrach/Bethioua $650 $0 

LNG Rates

Spot Market (USD/Day)

East of Suez 155-165 000 cbm $67,000 $0 

West of Suez 155-165 000 cbm $70,000 -$2,000 

1 Year T/C 155-160 000 cbm $93,000 $0 

Newbuilding
Activity Levels

Tankers Moderate Moderate

Dry Bulkers Moderate Moderate

Others Strong Strong

Prices

VLCC $100.0 $2.0 

Suezmax $69.0 $2.0 

Aframax $56.5 $0.5 

Product $39.5 $1.0 

Newcastlemax $60.0 $0.0 

Kamsarmax $32.5 $0.5 

Ultramax $31.0 $1.0 

LNGC (MEGI) (cbm) $203.0 $2.0 

Sale & Purchase
Prices

Dry (5 yr)

Capesize $43.0 $0.0 

Kamsarmax $30.0 $0.0 

Ultramax $27.0 $0.0 

Dry (10 yr)

Capesize $30.5 $0.0 

Kamsarmax $23.0 $0.0 

Ultramax $21.0 $0.0 

Wet (5 yr)

VLCC $74.0 $0.0 

Suezmax $47.5 $0.0 

Aframax / LR2 $40.0 $0.0 

MR $28.0 $0.0 

Wet (10 yr)

VLCC $51.5 $0.0 

Suezmax $32.0 $0.0 

Aframax / LR2 $26.0 $0.0 

MR $18.0 $0.0 

Market Brief
Exchange Rates

USD/JPY 109.70 -0.20 

USD/KRW 1165.75 -2.85 

USD/NOK 8.83 -0.08 

EUR/USD 1.18 0.00 

Interest Rates

LIBOR USD (6 months) 0.16% 0.00% 

NIBOR NOK (6 months) 0.67% 0.00% 

Commodity Prices

Brent Spot $71.00 $6.00 

Bunkers Prices

Singapore 380 CST $421.0 $12.5 

Singapore Gasoil $561.5 -$1.5 

Rotterdam 380 CST $394.5 $0.0 

Rotterdam Gasoil $559.5 -$3.0 

All rates published in this report do not necessarily reflect actual transactions occurring in the market. Certain estimates may be

based on prevailing market conditions. In some circumstances, rates for certain vessel types are based on theoretical assumptions

of premium or discount for particular vessel versus other vessel types.
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